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If you’re confused by the choice, growing diversity and capacity of technology,
you are not alone. Week by week, month by month there are new claims made
on what technology can do, not just for recruitment, not just for the workplace,
but for the world in general. Unsurprisingly a large number of claims made
for industry disrupting technology do not come to fruition – if I had a pound
for every time someone claimed they were going to knock recruiters out of
business I would have enough money to fund a technology start-up company.
The point is to ensure that the technology you invest in does what your
business requires it to do. Rarely nothing more, and definitely nothing less.
In this issue, we take a look at the user’s experience and the market, offering
a pragmatic view on what is out there and what the potential of recruitment
technology truly is.
From CRM to AI, video to data – go ahead and dive in.
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THE USER
EXPERIENCE
Simon Kent takes a view from recruitment technology users.

In the run up to this year’s technology supplement, The Global Recruiter
polled a number of users across recruitment agencies to build a sense
of how recruiters were using technology and viewed the ever evolving
market. The results show an industry where technology is clearly valued
and used, but not one where users are exactly enthusiastic about their
solutions. There are many positives to take from this survey – not least
that the vast majority of recruitment agencies still view technology as
good for their business and a factor in driving towards success, but
there’s clearly room for improvement as respondents are only confident –
rather than very confident – that their technology is working at maximum
efficiency and that it will work consistently for their consultants all day and
every day.
Perhaps unsurprisingly the survey found CRM and ATS systems still
the most popular among recruitment agencies. These candidate facing
solutions present and manage the recruitment business’ shop window
and are there to ensure the lifeblood of the company – the talent itself –
receives the care and attention they need as well as being shared and
tracked throughout the business. Our survey found nearly 90 per cent
of respondents running a CRM, 70 per cent for ATS and a similar figure
running back office systems.
That said there is significant take up of social media and analytics – just
over 60 and 55 per cent respectively. From this alone there appears to
be potential for the sector to make more use of the data it can collect
from its business to analyse in order to direct future work and services.
Significantly in today’s market the biggest factor cited for making the
last technology purchase was improved functionality (over 37 per cent
of respondents) with the next biggest factor being previous experience
with provider (25 per cent). What emerges from this is an experienced
market, one which already has knowledge of products and suppliers and
one which is only going to make significant investments if it can see the
ROI coming down the line. Indeed, when asked four primary reasons for
changing or adding to exiting technology, the largest choice was made
for promised ROI followed by the introduction of a new solution by an
existing supplier. It seems clear that recruitment businesses will take
more convincing to switch systems or suppliers than they do for simply
adding to something they already have.

Data day
Despite the emphasis on big data and learning from activities within the
business, it is perhaps surprising to find that only around 60 per cent of
users are reporting that they collect and analyse data from their systems.
It is possible that this task still remains difficult for businesses – and
certainly recruiters – concentrating on the next placement or contract.
There has been much talk of how difficult it is to collect accurate data
from recruiters as they go about their daily business, however financial
information should at least be easier to get hold of and respond to. At the
same time, the recruitment industry could currently be in a position where
it is difficult to secure a solution or system which will bring together the
data required. In some cases systems still do not integrate or talk to each
other sufficiently to make data collection and analysis practical. This is,
then another area where there is potential yet to be fulfilled.
We asked our survey participants what kind of technology they were
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using in their business or may consider using in the future. The intention
being to monitor what new technologies could make a significant impact
on the sector in the coming months and years. While there is much
discussion about AI, machine learning and so forth, what is the reality?
When asked, nearly 40 per cent of respondents said they were already
using AI within their business with a similar number saying that they
intended to use AI in the future. Process automation has also already
taken root in the sector with more than 55 per cent of respondents
replying that they are already automating some processes and another
25 per cent saying they intend to do this. Chatbots received a slightly
cooler reception with just over 30 per cent currently using them and 25
per cent interested meanwhile blockchain would appear to be the current
red herring for recruitment agencies with no one using the technology
in their business and only 12 per cent saying they intend to use it. At the
moment at least this would seem to be a technology without clear added
value for the recruitment industry.

Always available
It was good to see that just over 80 per cent of respondents had systems
which would deliver to consultants outside the office, enhancing a round
the clock service and flexible work for employees. It was also good to
see that nearly 90 per cent of companies responding thought themselves
to be GDPR compliant although ensuring processes were compliant and
updating systems had presented a cost to recruitment agencies in order
to achieve this.
When asked what would make their relationship with technology easier,
the majority of businesses said a better user experience (nearly 40 per
cent) indicating that ease of use and as a consequence, lower training
times, would be of benefit to the industry. Tellingly the second most
popular option for this question was better/easier integration with other
technologies. This could also mean better integration with technologies
outside the recruitment world – as technology pervades the rest of a
consultant's and candidate’s life, the recruitment industry needs solutions
which match, mirror and key into those experiences.
What emerges from the survey, from anecdotal evidence from the
sector and from suppliers is that the recruitment industry doesn’t exist
in a vacuum and therefore nor should the technology it uses. At a very
basic level, given the current task of finding scare talent for surplus
opportunities, the industry needs to maximise its exposure to potential
candidates and the channels it uses in order to find and manage those
individuals.
The industry cannot expect candidates to go out of their way in order to
track down opportunities that are suitable for them. They almost need
to stumble across them whilst carrying out other technology based
activities. Apps, social media and talent pools are certainly key here and
need to be explored and exploited as much as possible.
The same is true within recruitment companies, however. If the industry is
to attract, retain and get the best out of consultants now and in the future
it needs to be a smart, technology led and exciting sector. It needs to
reflect the online, switched on world it seeks to serve. There can be no
excuses, no apologies and no exceptions for what technology can do:
the future needs to be easy, efficient and exciting. n
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BUILT FOR
BUSINESS
Simon Kent studies the abilities and intentions of recruitment techs'
big providers.
Make no mistake, the major players in the recruitment technology
world are well aware that they are operating within a competitive,
fast moving market. It’s a place where standing still is not an
option and where delivering value adding products – make that
high and obvious value adding products – is just the starting
point. To achieve this, the larger companies play a careful game
of supporting and evolving their own solutions whilst also keeping
their ear to the ground, sounding out the latest trends which are
coming to the industry. Part and parcel of this work is observing
the operation and intention of newcomers and assessing whether
the new technology is something they need to invest in, either
through addressing such functionality in their own solutions,
or through buying out the developing company and making it
physically part of their own business.
“The recruitment space is alive with technology,” says Peter Linas,
executive vice president, corporate development and international
at Bullhorn. “Traditional technology providers are always trying
to evolve and you only have to look at companies like Herefish
and CloudCall to see new companies coming into the space to
service the ever-growing demands of recruiters.” As far as his
own company is concerned, the creation of Bullhorn Marketplace
means small and large businesses can develop a fully-integrated
solution which keys into the recruiter's workflow. In turn, the
structure allows these businesses to access Bullhorn's user base
of over 200,000 global recruiters.
“The software industry is burgeoning,” agrees Rod Smyth, CEO
at TempBuddy and chief strategy officer at Erecruit, “but not
all products deliver true value. Some simply replicate the way
recruiters have behaved previously offline, or through a lack of
integration duplicate effort.”
Smyth says it’s important for recruitment companies to understand
what problems a new solution is trying to solve – whether that be

to do with candidate engagement and retention or more efficient
back office processing. This assessment is far more worthwhile
than simply being swayed by an attractive looking piece of new
kit. “They should look to evidence their return on investment by
examining their productivity stats now and seeing where they want
to improve,” he adds.

Going large
“Biggest isn’t always best,” says Paul Thompson, director of sales
and marketing at Voyager, “but there are certainly economies of
scale when it comes to recruitment technology firms like us.”
In this market, size doesn’t just mean resources for generating and
developing their own product, it means being able to take a look
across the market and taking an interest in the new players: “Whilst
we have our own internal product roadmaps, we’ve also been
public about our appetite for further recruitment tech acquisitions,”
says Thompson. “Collaboration with third party suppliers has also
been fruitful for our group. Whilst many look to us to offer the total
solution, we recognise that sometimes there is already one on the
market, so let’s collaborate where possible, or acquire.”
At Erecruit, Smyth says the company has purposefully created a
software portfolio to serve the entire needs of the staffing industry.
They’ve done this both through creating their own in-house core
CRM application and through acquisitions selected for both their
innovative technology and their experienced teams. “We recognise
that these skilled individuals with best practice competencies
across all areas of the business are our greatest asset,” says
Smyth.
While this model offers both core and periphery solutions, the
company has been clear to keep choice and selection on the
recruiter's side. All the products can operate independently,
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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but they’ve also been integrated to provide a more streamlined
package if required. For example, the front, middle and back office
software for enterprise staffing firms is fully integrated with the
automated onboarding tool eStaff365, as well as with TempBuddy
– a structure which enhances the mobile candidate experience.
Elsewhere, Adapt, the staffing CRM for mid-sized firms, integrates
Innovantage’s Insight tool which can be used to amplify lead
generation.

Bringing it together
A similar model exists with Bullhorn where the emphasis has
been on delivering a great customer experience to clients and
enabling them to do the same to their stakeholders. “We have
always worked closely with recruiters for ATS and CRM, and we
are now building out our offering to encompass time collection and
invoicing,” says Linas.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, these providers have a very clear view
over where technology sits within the recruitment industry. For
Linas, technology is key in supporting recruiters who want to
continue to generate value for talent seekers: “Recruiters are very
resilient and offer real value to their clients,” he says. “For them,
technology can make things more simple but for employers, they
can make them more complex – where would they start to build a
market-leading recruitment technology stack? Recruiters can buy
new technology and understand how to maximise the value of it
and continue to deliver value to the market.”
“Technology should ultimately make processes more efficient
and reduce the time to execute on tasks, freeing people up for
‘human' activities,” agrees Smyth. “Chatbots will replace some of
the more preregistration type dialogue, whilst relationship building
and meaningful discussion will be backed up with data about a
company’s workforce.”
The presence of large – and increasingly larger – players in
the technology space will not necessarily lead to a reduction
in technology choice for recruiters. True, the big suppliers may
continue to dominate the market, but it is in their interest to
preserve a robust and fertile industry where start-ups and smaller

businesses can produce and prove the value of new solutions or
innovate independently.
Paul Thomspon explains: “Having been in the sector for over
20 years I am confident that there will be many new suppliers
today and tomorrow. That said, key to launching any business
in the recruitment space is being able to scale. Looking after
five customers in your first year is one thing, but looking after,
and retaining thousands of recruitment companies as customers
requires a solid balance sheet, solid technology and proven
ongoing fantastic customer service.”
In other words, anyone can have a fantastic idea and launch a
tech start-up, but it is only with the appropriate resources that such
initial ideas can catch fire and serve a wider, larger recruitment
industry audience.
What is also interesting is that despite their size, the larger
companies are also constantly listening to recruiters themselves,
determining what they need and factoring that into the path ahead.
“We’ve always valued recruiter feedback on our existing software
features, but we need to keep one eye on the next five years,”
says Thompson at Voyager. “We listen to our clients and prospects
and continually hone our offering to be the very best it can be,”
confirms Linas.
At the end of the day, the provider’s road match does include
machine learning, AI and what Thompson terms as ‘insane levels’
of automation. However these will not be introduced independently
of what already exists in the market – nor will they be introduced
with scant regard to what recruiters are doing or want to do. The
technology industry is a facilitating one and that is where its true
value will continue to lie. n

Anyone can have a fantastic idea
and launch a tech start-up, but
it is only with the appropriate
resources that such initial ideas
can catch fire
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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THE
INTELLIGENCE
APPROACH

Doesn’t a new recruiter
deserve the tools that allow
them to call the most active
clients first?

Paul Thompson, sales and marketing director, Voyager Software,
Dillistone Systems and www.ISV.online discusses visualising data.
Theoretically recruitment should be an extremely simple
business model. Many people want a job, or a better one and
most employers are looking for staff, better staff, or increased
flexibility in their workforce. You could be forgiven for thinking
that there is nothing easier than setting up a recruitment firm
– and you’d be right.
Around 9,000 new staffing firms formed in 2018 but with total
recruiting firms only increasing slightly towards 37/39,000 over
the last five years, you’ll recognise that many don’t stand the
test of time – but why?

Business Intelligence – visualising data, gaining
understanding
When it comes to data, bigger isn’t always better. Having too
much data and trying to make sense of it all can become a real
problem and a very costly one.
The introduction of the GDPR resulted in many agencies
struggling to manage their data, but as thousands of agencies
scrambled to legitimise and prove their rights to retain it, some
took the opportunity to review what they had, where it came from
and turn that knowledge into their greatest weapon – becoming
more intelligent recruiters.
Getting an intelligent insight into your data sounds like
something only large businesses can afford to do, but tools
now exist that will allow you to do this for little or no money,
and I’d urge recruiters to ensure their CRM has such an
offering. Visualising your data, via portals, smart phones and
wall-mounted screens in an office, together with ‘business
intelligence’ allows recruiters and agency owners to physically
see what works best, what needs attention and where efforts
need to be focussed.
Doesn’t a new recruiter deserve the tools that allow them
to call the most active clients first? Shouldn’t your account

management team be able to spot the clients going cold, or the
jobs not searched?
Whilst not everyone needs to know the calls to interviews
ratio or the CVs to Interviews, wouldn’t everyone benefit from
understanding what success looks like and the level of effort
required to attain it?

this, they live by what’s in the recruitment management system
but if it’s not recorded, it can’t be reported.
Supported by modern technology partners, recruiters can
now put their data first, living a more intelligent and insightful
recruiting career, that builds warm relationships, instead of
focusing on the cold calling traditions of the past.

Some of the basics:

Business Intelligence and visual analytics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Around 18 months ago, Voyager Software worked with
thousands of recruiters to address the challenges of the GDPR.
We helped them unlock hidden and golden data from deep
within their databases and then enabled them to re-engage with
customers new and old.
The GDPR was a huge opportunity for our customers, as
opposed to a threat, and that reinvigorated energy has extended

Where geographically are your freshest candidates are based?
What jobs are the easiest and quickest to fill?
What is your pipeline worth?
Which prospect is most worthy of a phone call?
What job boards offer the best applicants?
Which sectors are expanding?
What job board can you afford to drop?
What business sectors are expanding?
What compliance liabilities do you have next week?

Recruitment today is much more about what you know about
your data, than the amount you have, and the best agencies can
visualise that data and turn it to their competitive advantage.
Business Intelligence isn’t a new thing, it’s just that now
recruiters recognise its value and thanks to suppliers like
Voyager are unable to unlock the potential, visualise what works
and where effort and enthusiasm is best applied.
Gaining a deep business intelligence about your recruitment
operation and sharing it with your team allows you to switch
from one sector to another before the bottom falls out of that
market. Or alternatively you can move the focus from temp
to perm, advertise in the right areas, reduce spend, increase
activity and track conversion ratios at pace, and with ease.
“If you don’t measure it, you can’t improve it’
Proactive and intelligent recruitment firms don’t need to be told

to what we now call Voyager’s Business Intelligence. Something
that’s available today to all our cloud-based Infinity SaaS clients
for no additional cost.
Today recruiters need intelligent solutions that facilitate better
results and more opportunities and data needs to be presented
in a way that’s easy to digest and report upon.
Data doesn’t need to hide behind a personality, so why should
your sales pipeline? Visualisation tools today present big data
problems with colourful dashboards allowing people to put their
best foot forward.
The next time you’re trying to differentiate yourself from another
agency, why not actually show them the value you add to your
candidates and clients, and celebrate your achievements,
conversions and activities. If you’re not already able to embrace
the changing recruitment landscape and see the opportunities
ahead, isn’t now the time? n
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THE NEXT
STEP
Javid Muhammedali, head of AI at
Bullhorn on taking AI into recruitment.

Artificial intelligence (AI) software is becoming more
widespread. Now cheaper to make and develop, AI technology
is an integral part of our everyday lives. This also means
that it is easier than it has ever been for businesses to take
advantage of AI in sectors such as finance, IT and HR, to name
but a few.
This has kickstarted some worry that AI will take jobs away
from humans. Outside of recruiting, there is evidence that AI
will replace jobs that have a high physical labour component
and jobs that are very predictable. As most recruiters know,
this doesn’t seem anything like a threat to their own jobs.
But there is also evidence that the parts of our jobs that
are predictable and repetitious will get automated. That is
where recruiters have to stay focused on making sure they
are learning and applying new skills – like creating ongoing
personalised outreach or building targeted, strong personal
relationships – that cannot be easily automated.
It will take many more years for AI to get to a place where it
could take over. Instead, it is more commonly going to work
alongside humans to help them do their jobs better and
enabling them to focus on the more emotional and creative
elements of a job.
Recruitment companies, in particular, have a lot to gain from
AI – and some already are. So far, it is helping agencies
automate admin-heavy tasks such as data management, CV
screening and routine candidate communications, saving
recruiter’s time and allowing them to focus on the more
fundamental part of their job – interacting with other people.
But AI can do so much more than just tighten up laborious
processes. Here are the ways that recruitment companies
could benefit from AI – if they invest time and money into it.

www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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Benefit emerge

What AI cannot do

While AI adoption levels are still low across the industry, the
number of recruiters beginning to see the potential benefits
is increasing. According to Bullhorn’s Global Recruitment
Insights and Data, embracing automation and AI as part of
a digital transformation strategy is the top priority for nearly
a third (31 per cent) of recruitment businesses this year.
In addition, over half (52 per cent) think that AI will have a
positive impact on candidate and customer engagement.
The respondents are right – AI should be a priority and it
certainly does have a positive impact. In fact, AI has many
different benefits for recruiters, including:
● Candidate insights: AI can give insights that help recruiters
reach quality candidates, with pointers on where to post
jobs, the average number of candidates needed for a
certain role and the most common characteristics of a
typically suitable candidate. Candidate outreach can also
be personalised with candidate-centric messaging. Not only
does this make it easier for recruiters to source the right
people for the job, more time can be spent on higher value
tasks.
● Process intelligence: AI can also help recruiters by
providing them with better ways of working. For example,
it can create an application management system by
automating processes such as screening, invoicing and
billing. This helps to get candidates into the system quicker,
so they can be put forward for jobs quickly, while also
reducing data re-entry and errors.
● Real-time responses: AI can also give recruiters and
salespeople nudges and alerts in real-time. For example,
systems can give examples of the most common screening
questions for a certain role or send nudges such as
“Remember to get in contact with this particular candidate
or prospective client.” This gives recruiters the gift of
time and makes sure they’re making the most of relevant
insights.
● Mitigating bias: Many recruitment processes have
shortcomings and unconscious bias baked right in. While
AI cannot be a cure-all for these problems, recruiters can
monitor the algorithms and tune them to ensure these
biases are not perpetuated.
What you will notice with all these benefits is that AI is not
replacing the recruiters. Instead, it is assisting them and
helping them do their jobs better. The future of recruitment
lies somewhere in the middle of reliance on AI and recruiters
– AI will be able to do a lot of the leg work in finding
candidates, putting them on the books, and alerting recruiters
to their suitability for a role, but the process will still need the
human touch.

AI comes with its own limitations. It can do a lot to help us, but
there are still some gaps that it can’t fill. For example, it can
recognise patterns in data but it cannot necessarily tell us why
they are happening.
It isn’t immune to error. There still needs to be someone
on site to look for mistakes, otherwise they can become
pervasive in the data and other parts of the software,
becoming tricky to correct, and resulting in misleading
outcomes.
As a rule of thumb, AI works best when built to carry out a
specific task. This means that it can do that particular task
well, but it also means that it has to be designed for a narrow
application. If it is relied on blindly, companies using these
systems could lose sight of the bigger picture. For example, if
more women are entering the software development industry,
biases built into the algorithm could still turn up mostly male
and traditional candidates.
The main point to remember about AI is that it is not infallible
and still needs some sort of human oversight and control. We
can tell AI systems what information to look for and how to
analyse it, but we still get to decide when and how to apply the
results of its work.

AI is not replacing the recruiters.

Will AI play a big role in recruitment?
There is no doubt that AI will play a big role in making the
recruitment process significantly more effective, making
the lives of recruiters much easier, while also enabling
them to provide added value to their clients. But it is also
up to recruiters to make sure that they embrace it, point
out and correct errors early and use it as a tool to create
a more efficient process. Ultimately, this can make them
more valuable to clients, more responsive to candidates and
happier in their jobs. n

Set-up for success
How technology is helping two successful growing agencies.
Great recruitment is underpinned by great technology. Access’s
software empowers recruitment businesses large and small,
across all sectors and placement types, to achieve more to
drive their businesses forward. The technology, designed
specifically with recruiters in mind, not only helps to continually
improve productivity and efficiency in the work place – positively
impacting the bottom line, but also enhances communications
whilst guiding the strategic direction of business.

Freight takes Flight
For Lewis Bunn, co-founder of Freight
Appointments, Access’ recruitment software
has been fundamental to the setup of his
international business. With a positive
previous experience of Access at a former
agency, he invested in the same technology
to be the backbone of his company which
delivers talent to the US shipping industry, operating from
the UK.
“We’ve tried different technologies but before you know it you
can end up paying for five different solutions and have to make
them work together.” But with Access, he says, everything is
taken care of in one place.
The CRM enables candidate tracking and provides an instant
real-time view of all our client and contact information. “When
an opportunity emerges, we’re just a few clicks away from what
we need – consultants can find the right talent swiftly without
fuss.” says Bunn.
“A good CRM needs to allow you to focus on what matters –
keeping up relationships with clients and candidates rather than
trawling through thousands of people.”
On top of that, its information sharing capabilities and
accessibility from anywhere anytime, means it can support
the business as it expands. Bunn’s quick to mention that
because the software is intuitive, little training is required; “New
consultants can self-serve, learning themselves rather than
someone else needing to spend weeks teaching them how to
use it.”

“We tried three other systems but came back to
Access Recruitment CRM – it’s quick, efficient, easy
to use, looks fantastic and enables us to act faster
than competitors.”

Bunn also sees Access’ customer success team as a significant
differentiator “You get excellent customer service. Knowing
there’s help anytime is critical given the time zones we work with
and not wanting to be held up by trying to solve software issues.

Continuing Impact
For Impact Recruitment, one of the real
benefits of Access’ software has been how
it’s facilitated staff collaboration across the
business – enabling teams to work more
closely together regardless of the market or
geography they operate in.
Nick Evans, joint MD and co-founder of
Impact highlights that this internal communication has meant
they’ve been able to improve the number of placements made,
he says. “Everyone can see everything and access each other’s
data, so from a new business perspective you can see what
interviews are happening where, and consultants get involved if
they think they can help.”
Working in Secretarial Support, HR, finance and digital marketing
recruitment, Impact started in 2001 surviving the downturn of
2010 through careful positioning in lucrative media and creative
markets. Access’ RDB software – as it was then – supported the
company through those changes. Impact now use the virtual
office version but are eager to go live soon with the latest browser
version – Access Recruitment CRM which will help them operate
even faster.
The level of visibility offered by the software also means that in
his leadership role Evans can instantly see strategic reports and
what’s happening to help guide the company’s direction. “I can
quickly get a snapshot of where we are – within five minutes I’ll
know what’s happening and even how productive someone is –
there’s no hiding” he says.

“It also manages the financial side as we invoice
out of the same system. Rather than using a
combination of word documents, spreadsheets and
invoices, everything’s in one place allowing us to
keep a tight view of the company.”

The software has protected the company from outages – as
it’s cloud based and fully backed up, and facilitated flexible
and remote working – which he believes has helped improve
efficiency.
Both Evans and Bunn are clear that having a system that’s
modern and ‘looks good’ is crucial to get buy-in from consultants
who expect an intuitive system that’s made with user experience
in mind.
Certainly Access will continue to invest in and improve the
technology it provides for recruiters – whether that means
reducing the number of ‘clicks’ to carry out tasks or increasing
the ease with which value can be realised from its recruitment
technology.

Instead, it is assisting them and
helping them do their jobs better
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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RISK
REDUCTION
Paul Thompson of Voyager Software discusses reducing
recruitment risk (and sleepless nights) with skills testing.
Hiring the right staff is key to building and maintaining any
business, but no more so than in the Recruitment industry.
When a Recruiters livelihood depends on the successful applicant
both starting and standing the test of time in their new role, it’s
great to see that some recruiters are doing all they can to reduce
the risk when making placements, the client relationships and
avoiding that dreaded ‘free placement’.
But what is the true cost of a bad hire for a Recruiter.
On his way to getting acquired by Amazon for $1.2bn, Zappos
CEO Tony Hsieh famously stated that bad hires had cost the
company over $100m, pointing to a ‘domino effect’ within the
organization caused by inadequate vetting procedures. More
recently the REC research estimated the price of a poor hire
at mid-manager level (with an average salary of £42,000) at a
staggering £132,015, once related costs for training, replacement,
loss of productivity and wider team impact are taken into account.
With so much at risk it’s of no surprise that Recruiters often get a
bit nervous as placement start dates approach.

Are recruiters doing enough to check the
competency of their candidates?
According to the REC 85 per cent of HR decision-makers admitted
that their businesses had made a bad hire, 1 in 5 of these had no
idea how much that error could potentially cost the company. In
fact, 1 in 3 decision-makers felt that there had been no cost to at all
to their employer in making the wrong hire at manager, director or
senior official level.
The cost of mis-hires to UK businesses can be extremely high,
and recruitment agencies whose livelihoods depend on delivering
effective staffing solutions share in the potential fallout if they
lack the processes and resources to guarantee the quality of the
applicants they provide.
Elkie Holland commented; “The Clients invest time, money and
trust with the Recruiter, the candidates most likely left a stable job
and be captive to a bad situation and so it’s no surprise that it’s
the Recruiter that’s left stuck in the middle with no fee, a business
relationship in tatters and very little chance of recovery.” So why is it
that so few utilize Skills testing platforms to reaffirm their position.

Strengthening defenses
Just as weighty as the evidence highlighting the risks and
costs of a bad hire is the data supporting the benefits of
a robust assessment process to complement traditional
phone-based and in-person interviews.
Strategy consulting firm the Aberdeen Group reported
that businesses using pre-hire assessments are
36 per cent more likely to be satisfied with their new
hires, 24 per cent more likely to have a greater percent
of employees who exceed performance expectations
and 17 per cent more likely to have employees who rate
themselves as highly engaged.
They also determined that companies which use pre-hire
screenings report a 39 per cent lower staff turnover rate
overall.
Key to their research was the observation that fact-based
evaluations help mitigate the risk of human error in the
hiring process, as well as helping reduce bias:
“Pre-hire screenings provide HR professionals with
objective data about candidates’ skills, personalities,
cognitive abilities and workplace values. Because
they don’t rely on human judgments, they’re also not
susceptible to human errors.”
For recruitment agencies, implementing pre-hire tests
not only serves to lower risk, it also creates a valuable
differentiator in service provision and provides clients
with a genuine value-add. For some companies, this
can be the key to securing a greater degree of customer
commitment - whether in the form of long-term contracts,
RPO engagements or simply embedding themselves more
firmly in key accounts.
With increasing sources of information on every applicant
and so much at stake if things go wrong, the real question
is – can recruitment agencies afford to keep helping
clients make bad hires? n

STAGED
RIGHT
David Page, CEO, FastTrack360 discusses the importance of the platform.
Choosing the right software platform is a critical decision for leading
staffing agencies. In order to deliver a better customer experience
for clients and candidates and be more competitive, agencies are
increasingly taking on a wider variety of software applications.

The software platform
Think of a software platform as a core business application that
provides the foundation for consistent data management and
workflows. This sits within the much broader technology ecosystem
covering the entire recruit, time, pay and bill process. Platform
solutions are systems designed with an open architecture and
Application Programming Interface (API) framework that enables
easy data integration with a multiplicity of other narrower point
solution applications. As an agency grows, or even moves into new
geographical markets, it will be the platform solutions that support
this growth, even if the ecosystem of other applications is different in
different markets or different countries.

Differentiating a platform from a point solution
In essence, it’s really the ability to scale across countries and build
multiple integrations. FastTrack360 is a leading staffing platform
solution that brings together the critical business functions of
recruitment, time management, payroll and billing with 24/7 online
portal access for both the agency’s clients and candidates into one
unified online system.
These are the core business functions that are non-negotiable for a
staffing agency to maintain healthy cashflow, and therefore logically
need to be central to the wider ecosystem of point solutions that
might be deployed.
Industry growth of six per cent annually, tighter margins and faster
response times demanded by clients and candidates are all factors
that are dictating the increasing use of technology, however, this
makes understanding the importance of a foundation platform in
the technology ecosystem even more paramount.
Successful agencies are those that have seen good use of
technology help them deliver and meet the above pressures.

With 74 per cent of attendees at our recent FastTrack Interactive
events indicating that technology was the key trend that would further
the staffing industry, understanding what technology is available,
and how to use it is a must. All this in a more regulated environment,
with complex compliance requirements – an issue which one in
five FastTrack Interactive attendees consider to be the number one
challenge facing the staffing industry today.

What part does technology play in recruitment?
Agencies that succeed are agencies that have realised the need for
intelligent use of technology and who now need to see themselves
as much a technology company that does recruitment, rather than
just a recruitment company. A recent CareerBuilder survey found
that 72 per cent of staffing firms are expected to increase their
technology investment by the end of 2019. Leading agencies have
embraced technology and fostered a culture within their organisation
that supports ongoing change management. After all, the everchanging technology landscape means that it is necessary to remain
competitive – being adaptive mitigates any risk of being left behind.
The FastTrack360 platform has been designed for flexibility with an
Open Architecture that offers integration with bespoke applications
via a comprehensive framework of Open APIs. This same API
framework supports a growing MarketPlace of pre-integrated
third-party applications that can be turned on to build out the
ecosystem of value-adding functionality. FastTrack’s Marketplace
partners include companies like SmartAI, Broadbean, Google Maps,
Secured Signing, WorkPro, Onboarding and more.
While the comprehensive FastTrack360 platform offers numerous
value and operational advantages, we recognise that agencies
may already have an investment in other front office CRM or ATS
solutions. The FastTrack360 Back Office and unique 360Connect
technology have been developed to support these customers,
offering a single online timesheet, payroll, and billing solution to
make your current front office end-to-end. Today we have a pre-built
integration with the Bullhorn CRM, with other popular front office
recruitment solutions now in development. n
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NOT WHY
BUT HOW

Richard McLaren, CEO and co-founder, Hinterview on how
agencies should use video.

When Hinterview first launched it was a challenge. The recruitment
market was good, agencies were successful and very few agency
leaders were willing to upset the apple cart. They didn’t want to
change the behaviours of their teams, to adopt an unproven medium.
The question we often faced was “Why should we adopt video?” and
“if it isn’t broke, don’t fix it!”.
The problem is that outside of the agency world, many technology
firms are working hard with a belief in their mind that the recruitment
agency industry could go the way of the mini-cab firm, fast food
delivery and the retail sector – disintermediated through automation.
Whether it be AI, machine learning, chatbots, gamification or
automated asynchronous video interviewing, they feel that the end is
nigh for the recruiter.
This isn’t new. The rise of job boards brought the first views that
the demise of our industry was imminent. Our chairman, Russell
Clements, regularly talks about a conversation he had with the CEO
of a leading global job board who said that “recruitment agencies
will be the roadkill on the information highway”. Yet we survived and
became a larger consumer of job board advertising space than the
intended end customer they were created to serve ever was.
Whether automation tools are a feasible and formidable foe in
your prospective markets or not – and to be clear I’m yet to see an
automation tool that works in practice outside of the high volume low
skilled markets – the fact is that agency leaders today understand
that their clients are listening to these companies and they are
taking note.

“I see video as a
mega trend, as
big as mobile”
Mark Zuckerberg

The data available for hiring managers to analyse their time to hire,
cost of hire, tenure of hire etc has never been better so they are
motivated to evaluate the value and performance of their PSL with far
more scrutiny. They feel that if they can utilise automation to replace
recruiters, the process could be more streamlined, forecastable and
in turn their costs would reduce drastically.
I personally don’t see that happening any time soon, moving jobs
is still a very emotional experience, particularly for the experienced
hire or passive candidate markets. The human interaction plays too
much of an important role in the process today to be replaced by a
robot especially when good recruiters take an instrumental part in
the recruitment process in partnering with their clients and consulting
with their candidates. However, recruiters need to look at ways to
stay ahead of the curve, to use technology in a way to enhance the
part of the job that can never be automated.

Video Engagement
You may have already invested in tools like Linkedin Recruter, a
cloud-based CRM, or even products like Sourcebreaker for better
candidate and client identification. But when there are an estimated
40,000 recruitment agencies in the UK alone, how are you standing
out from the crowd? Video can help you turbocharge the technology
you’re already using by engaging with the audience it creates more
effectively thus achieving a better ROI.
According to Mailchimp, rates for recruitment industry specific
email campaigns show an open rate of 19.33 per cent and a click
through rate of 1.81 per cent. Meanwhile, Linkedin says the average
response rate to inmail campaigns is 25 per cent. That means that 75
per cent fail to get a response.
The fact is people value their time more these days. You don’t book
a holiday until you’ve watched the videos on trip advisor or viewed
the thousands of photos – the same can be said for a hiring manager
or headhunted candidate. They need data to make their decision on
whether to speak to/meet you.
Unfortunately for whatever reason, recruiters have been labelled
with a certain negative stereotype. Like all prejudices, it is dispelled

when the client gets to know the recruiter but how do you get to that
point? Unless you have the literary ability of JK Rowling, where you
can hook a reader in to your email within the first paragraph with
enough detail to prove your value and knowledge, they won’t read
on. It’s very difficult, especially when attention spans are so low, and
volumes of emails so high.
So consider this:
• viewers retain 95 per cent of a message when they watch it in a
video, compared to 10 per cent when reading it in text. (Wirebuzz)
• if you include a link to a video in your email you experience
between 600-900 per cent better click through rate. (Forresters)
• if you simply put the word “video” in your email subject you have a
65 per cent better clickthrough rate. (Hubspot)
• 59 per cent of executives say they would rather watch a video than
read text. (Wordstream)
• speaking is 7.5x faster than typing on a mobile. (Vyn)
A recruitment leader's biggest asset is their people, so what
better way to showcase their talents than through video? A video
introduction is a much better medium to engage with potential clients
and candidates. The reason is due to the amounts of data the viewer
consumes – content, accent, tone, speed, facial expression, body
language, environment and of course personality.
A huge area of growth in the sector is Personal Brand. Your clients
and candidates demand more from the recruiter they choose to
work with. They want you to possess Domain Authority, be an expert,
knowledge share, give free information and they want to consume
this information from you regularly through social media channels
in small, easy to digest, bite sized chunks. Recruiters who have
embraced this form of marketing are flourishing, especially the ones
who utilise video to do so.
To be successful with video you don’t have to make large scale
disruptive change within your business. Behaviours across a
whole business are difficult to change, so start small with the early
adopters/innovators within your business. Incremental change can
really work to drive appetite. But it is important that you consider
what your video strategy is today so you can use it to win business
because you could lose business if you implement it too late.

Video job specs
Use video to capture the key sells of the role, the opportunity and
the company culture directly from the hiring manager. This is
extremely effective within candidate short markets and increases the
response rate from the passive candidate market.

Asynchronous/one-way video
Used mainly in candidate rich markets where candidates are
motivated to do what is required to be successful. It works extremely
well for large scale recruitment campaigns where human interaction
with every candidate is impossible. Some tools will auto-screen and
short list the best candidates based on voice recognition and micro
expression.
Be careful thinking that automated video is the best solution simply
because it requires little effort from the recruiter. In candidate short
markets we have seen stats of up to 75 per cent candidate refusal
rates where recruiters find it difficult to get the best candidates to
record a one-way video. Experienced candidates have reported a
poor candidate experience.

Two-way video interviewing
Two-way video interviewing enables a recruiter to host a video
screening call, build a relationship with the candidate and record
a 5-10-minute section of the call that can be sent to the client for
review. The candidate feels valued and, in many cases, it cuts
a stage from the interview process. For recruiters, it’s a great
opportunity to offer a premium service in return for financial
commitment and exclusivity.
Unconscious bias is reduced with both one-way and Two-way video
because the client gets to see the person behind the name, age,
ethnicity, education etc. which aids a strong Diversity & Inclusion
policy. The hiring manager can evaluate cultural fit, communication
skills and a number of competencies at CV submission stage which
saves massive amounts of man hours usually spent in meeting
rooms interviewing unsuitable candidates. n
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FAIR PLAY
Colleen Barraclough, Vice President
of Operations – North America, DaXtra
Technologies discusses how technology
can combat bias.

First, why is this so important? Companies are increasingly focusing on
diversity and inclusion as they strive towards a more equal workforce.
Research has also repeatedly shown that well-managed, diverse teams
are the most productive – their diversity means that they tend to be
more agile and better problem-solvers. To achieve an equal workforce,
companies need to hire diverse candidates - but what if many of the
decisions in their hiring process are affected by unconscious bias?

What is unconscious bias?
The terms ‘unconscious bias’ or ‘implicit bias’ began to be used more
widely about twenty years ago in 1998, when a team at the University of
Washington and Yale developed the Implicit Association Test (IAT) to
measure “the unconscious roots of prejudice”. These terms referred to
unknowing or unintentional biases, which are hardwired into our brains
and occur so quickly that you don’t even know that they’re happening.
These biases stem from factors including upbringing, social structure,
education, and your daily surroundings including your workplace – we
receive millions of bits of information every second and about 99.99 per
cent of these are processed at an unconscious level.

Unconscious bias can take different forms,
including:
• perception bias: basing your opinion about a person on a set of
stereotypes and assumptions
• confirmation bias: looking to confirm your pre-existing ideas about a
person
• affinity bias: preferring a person with similar qualities to you
• halo effect: thinking everything is good about a person because you
like them
• conformity bias or groupthink: trying to fit your opinion to the views of
the group.

Someone might encounter bias based on their gender, race,
nationality or age. There has been a lot of talk over the last few years
about millennials (born between 1980 and 2000) being lazy, not
being careerist, preferring to work collaboratively and not wanting to
be managed. Gartner firm CEB polls 90,000 American employees
every quarter and finds that millennials are the most competitive:
59 per cent say competition is ‘what gets them up in the morning’,
compared to 50 per cent of baby boomers, while 33 per cent put
‘future career opportunity’ among their top five reasons for choosing
a job, compared to 21 per cent for other generations. These common
misperceptions may become the root of unconscious bias.

How can unconscious bias affect recruitment?
The challenge is that unconscious bias can affect every stage of the
hiring process and is hard to monitor, precisely because it happens
unconsciously.
At the attraction stage, the way a job listing is worded can exclude
potential candidates – for example, research has shown that women
are less likely to apply for jobs which list a large number of desirable
skills, or use ‘masculine-coded’ language. The job listing is likely to
be based on what was used to attract the current employees, with an
assumption that similar candidates will be best for the job.
When the candidates are screened, their names, home postcodes or
where they were educated might mean they encounter unconscious
bias. I’ve seen a recruiting scenario in the US where a recruiter had
to find bilingual sales executives. His first step was to choose CVs
from people with foreign sounding names!
During the interview process, a lack of shared cultural experience
and values with interviewers can mean a candidate is not viewed as
a good ‘cultural fit’ for the company but this thinking is likely to lead
to a less diverse team.

What can we do to solve this problem?
We are all human beings and therefore inherently biased. Even
people trained to be objective, such as judges or diversity recruiters,
are not immune from unconscious bias. You need to recognise
this and try to be aware of your biases. It’s important to gather as
much data as possible about each stage of the hiring process,
to gain insights on where you might be losing candidates due to
unconscious bias.
Involving a more diverse team in the hiring process has been shown
to be more effective in hiring diverse candidates. Think about the
way you advertise your job – both the way it is worded and where the
listing appears. Having more structured, skill-based tests rather than
free-flowing interviews also makes it easier to benchmark candidates
and removes some of the opportunities for unconscious bias to
occur.

The tech way
There is also now technology which can help. At DaXtra we’ve
developed search and match AI technology which matches
candidates based solely on the job description. This means that right
out of the gate you’re seeing candidates who meet the required skill
set, before taking other information into account. You could then use
a service like Herefish to continue to programmatically pre-qualify
those candidates as some of our DaXtra customers do.
A few DaXtra customers use our parsing software to facilitate a blind
hiring process, by extracting information from CVs and providing
anonymous profiles to potential employers. Candidates can then be
selected solely on their skills and talent.
Depending on where the pain points are in your hiring process, there
are tools out there which can have an impact.

Can we ever totally remove unconscious bias
from recruitment?
Ultimately it’s probably impossible to remove it completely. At some
point, a human will have to be involved.
It’s important to make sure you are leveraging technology that can
help overcome improve this issue, rather than perpetuate it. I’m sure
we’ve all seen the stories about Amazon’s AI recruiting tool, which
was scrapped after it was found to be inherently ‘sexist’. It had been
trained based on the CVs of applicants over the previous ten years
– most of which were from men, so it had learned to favour men
over women.
Organisations which try to use AI to build an ideal candidate profile
based on current employees will find that it is built with bias, because
those people were hired with bias. Beware of the hype around
companies which claim they can fix this problem completely with
their AI solution – that’s just not possible.
Create a really solid job description, then use AI to search and rank
candidates – that way you will start with a diverse pool of the best
matching candidates without any being excluded (or included) due
to unconscious bias. If you start with a bunch of all daisies, you will
end up just with daisies, whereas choosing from a field of wildflowers
will give you an interesting and complementary mix of flowers. n

Companies are increasingly
focusing on diversity and
inclusion as they strive towards
a more equal workforce
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MEASURING
UP
Nick Shaw, CEO of 10x Psychology discusses the impact of
recruitment analytics in the future.

The late Steve Jobs was famously dismissive of asking customers
what they want when it comes to product design. “A lot of times,
people don’t know what they want until you show it to them,” the
founder of Apple reasoned. His job, he said, was “to read things that
are not yet on the page”.
Might it be the same with our people, when it comes to hiring and
managing staff?
According to the CBI survey last November, almost eight out of
ten (79 per cent) UK businesses expect to increase the number of
higher-skilled roles over the coming years, but two-thirds fear a lack of
candidates to fill them.
Despite significant attempts by HR leaders to increase the
diversity of their businesses, many still struggle to break through
unconscious biases, for example. Even where businesses are
committed to expanding the pool of talent they draw from, historic
underrepresentation of women or minorities can mean they struggle
to find candidates. That’s made more difficult with unemployment at
record lows and the war for talent raging, which contribute to more
general skills gaps.
We are better than ever at measuring traits such as ability, personality,
motivation and talent to evaluate staff and prospective candidates. But
it still might be that we only think we know what we’re looking for. We
can measure it, but not yet manage it.

A rounded view
Predictive analytics could be a big part of the answer to both these
challenges, and the missing piece in the puzzle when it comes to
making more effective use of psychometrics. Utilising predictive
analytics helps us to make sense of much of the data we already have,
draw out actionable insights, and give it to businesses in a language
they can read and understand.
Importantly, this technology doesn’t replace traditional psychometrics
but builds on it. Tried and tested techniques to assess traditional,

core characteristics such as ability and personality remain core to any
solution. But technology enables us to go further in two respects.
The first is to combine these psychometric parameters with others
such as employee experience and wellbeing. Businesses increasingly
recognise the importance of such measures; employee surveys have
been used by organisations for a century, and a quarter of companies
now have wellbeing programmes. The insights from these different
work streams remain in siloes, however, and are often wasted.
Combining them with traditional psychometric testing, businesses can
build a more holistic view of their staff – their abilities, personalities and
motivators.
That can help business and managers as they structure reviews and
catch ups, for example. It can also guide companies to make better
hires and provide the best on-boarding experience for employees. In
fact, using analytics to make sense of the data ensures that everything
from the interview structure to the type of contract can be better
tailored to suit each candidate’s unique personality.
The second way technology promises to enhance psychometrics,
meanwhile, is by providing a rounded view of the organisation as well.
In the past, results from an individual’s psychometric testing simply
generated a report or spreadsheet detailing the results. Analytics
provide the ability to assess these in light of the data from the rest of
the organisation. In hiring, for example, it can give not only a rounded
view of the candidate, but also how well they are likely to fit in and
thrive in the team, on the basis of its assessment of other members.
Over time, as the system accrues more data, through machine
learning the solution can even ascertain what a successful employee
for a particular position looks like, and guide managers appropriately.

Power to the people

incorrectly overweighting certain traits, effectively replacing traditional
prejudices with their own.
In truth, though, the risk of this is slight if the data is used correctly. First,
by expanding the range of data that’s used to assess employees we
reduce the dependence on any one measure. The answer to concerns
over skewed data is more data, not less. Second, analytics and machine
learning is used to support those making management and hiring
decisions, rather than replacing them. It can help select candidates and
structure reviews and interviews, but does not usurp the managers’ or
HR’s role.
A potentially more potent objection is that the use of this technology
to assess employees is intrusive. Of course, there is widespread
acceptance and familiarity with traditional psychometric testing, which
is used by countless companies without adverse comment. The
new technology promises to bring greater insights into employees’
characteristics and personalities, however, and the idea of using
machine learning in this context can be disconcerting for some. This
should be addressed.
We can do so by being open and transparent about its use, explaining
clearly how the technology works and why it is being implemented.
One powerful way to do so is to enable staff to benefit from the
technology as much as their employers. Giving staff access to the
findings dispels much of the distrust they may have and provides them
with valuable insights: helping them understand their motivators, values
and abilities. They can use this to focus their learning and development
and define and achieve their career goals. This is increasingly
achievable partly because an additional benefit of the advancements
in technology is to have dragged psychometric tests into the modern
age, making them more engaging and user friendly. Candidates or
employees can simply log-in, complete them online and view the results.

A faster horse
Technology directly addresses the key challenges organisations face
in hiring and managing staff. Providing a quantitative, data-driven
assessment of candidates, employees and the organisation as a
whole, analytics is the best prospect of banishing bias in recruitment
and review. It not only eliminates subconscious biases in terms
of race, gender or class, it also tackles biases towards particular
characteristics or traits that managers may value, but which the data
shows do not benefit the business.
The technology allows employers to objectively assess personality and
profile against those most suited to the role and most valuable for the
organisation. In other words, we can stop managers simply hiring or
advancing those who are like them and promote genuine diversity.
This in turn helps businesses as they seek to address the skills gaps
and search for talent. Insights from the data can provide support and,
over time, an empirical basis for looking to a wider pool of candidates
for positions. Once the characteristics of a successful applicant for
a position are identified, businesses can look for similar skills and
personalities in sectors that have previously remained unexplored
or in other parts and different roles in the business. As the available
data increases, the technology and analytics itself will be able to guide
the process.
Ultimately, predictive analytics could achieve in HR and recruitment
what Jobs so successfully did in consumer electronics: Giving people
what they didn’t realise they needed – because we can’t always rely
on managers to know. As one of Jobs’ favourite quotes, from Henry
Ford, put it, if he had asked people what they wanted before inventing
the car, “they would have said faster horses”. Sometimes what you’re
really looking for is a different animal entirely. n

There are a couple of potential objections to this use of technology.
One is that the algorithms on which it relies may be wrong. After
all, they’re built by humans. Poorly calibrated these could result in
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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VALUE
DRIVEN

TECHNOLOGY
Co-founder & CEO (Asia) David Bell explains how Solutio gives
the recruitment technology industry more than just a fast and
compliant service.

Technology in recruitment has become more impressive, sophisticated,
and targeted over the past few years.
Cloud-based tech, the use of apps and high quality data systems
have transformed the day-to-day work of recruiters and recruitment
companies. And yet, there is still untapped potential in the recruitment
tech space.
This potential is thrown into relief with the technology and approach
of Solutio – a payroll management software company that delivers far
more value and functionality than simple number crunching alone.
“Solutio’s business model impacts in four quadrants for our users.
These quadrants are Self Service, Efficiency, the Supply Chain and
leveraging the power of the Cloud,” says Solutio Co-founder & CEO
(Asia) David Bell. “Using this model, the technology delivers value
to all our users - from the employee on-ground to the leaders of
recruitment and umbrella companies.”
Self-Service reflects the needs and aspirations of millennials. Already
comprising the largest segment in the workplace, millennials are
keen on receiving immediate service by doing it themselves rather
than sending off emails or working through texts. In this age of instant
access and action, this is the do it yourself, update it yourself and take
control of your information generation. By using an app, workers now
interact with their employment situation in the same way they interact
with every other part of their lives.
Aside from its appeal to millennials, Self-Service immediately pays
dividends in the second quadrant of Efficiency. Gone are the days
when administration time and resources were tied up with entering and
checking data.
“The data is sent in a seamless way through the platform. There are no
emails flying around, no printed documents. With one key press the
information is sent to the next stage in the process,”
Bell explains.

Cost control
This model immediately gives the agency or umbrella company
enhanced control of its costs. Tight margins necessitate good
management and budgeting when introducing new workers to an
organisation’s payroll. With Self Service and a seamless connection
between all parties in the supply chain, the process is fast, easy,
accurate and cost effective.
It is at this point where Solutio’s approach starts to add more value
to those using it. This connected approach has a clear benefit in
Bell’s third quadrant or the Supply Chain. Connecting together
the worker, agency, and umbrella company in this way delivers
payslip transparency. The information surrounding the payment and
employment of a worker is accurate in real time and can be viewed
at the press of a button. Moreover, the system is designed to be
compliant. As Bell states: “Any payslip that goes through the software
is HMRC compliant. You cannot change it or hack it – it’s indemnified.”
Agencies and umbrella companies may pass industry audits, but
companies still run the risk of post-audit mistakes beyond its control.
Solutio’s secure and compliant system ensures the
risk is removed. It is actually impossible to do something in a
non-compliant way – an attractive thought in these days of increased
compliance expectations and imminent IR35 changes.
As the Solutio model processes payment information, it also collects
information regarding the way in which steps are carried out along the
supply chain. It will give information on the length of a time a payslip is
processed by parties along the supply chain, highlight queries raised
by workers and track the speed those queries are resolved.
In this way, the analytics produced can be used to optimize supply
chain efficiency and deliver even greater value to workers and
agency staff.

Knowing this, we can now ask the question: why use one umbrella
company that doesn’t look after the workers as well over one
that does?

Cloud power
By leveraging the power of cloud computing, Solutio doesn’t just
provide a high level of service but also provides a fast and consistent
service for all its users.
Taking a model used by sectors that need to call on heightened
capacity to process large amounts of data – pharmaceutical
companies analysing clinical trials, and even the way space agencies
have searched for Extra Terrestrial life – the company can quickly
process large payrolls by calling together the server capacity they
require every time. This means that even a payroll of 10,000 payslips
can be done in less than five minutes.
But more that this, the system has the capacity to process payslips
whenever required. In other words, a single worker can carry out their
work, have the job and pay details confirmed, and have their payslip
processed immediately.
Solutio has been able to create this model because rather than
taking a domestic or geographically limited approach to recruitment
technology, they have embraced the global nature of the sector.
Accessing technology and talent from around the world has given the
business the resources they need to create a solution that can take the
recruitment sector several steps forward in terms of technology use.
As Bell points out, the recruitment sector has not traditionally been
a leader in adopting technology. Usually the emphasis has fallen
on front end systems – those which manage candidate records
and interactions. Through addressing the back end of recruitment
company processes, the full extent of efficiencies can be realised.

Value driven
More than this, however, is the realisation that such an approach will
deliver greater value to all within the recruitment supply chain, thereby
enhancing the performance and profile of a recruitment agency. While
the current system clearly delivers a consistent and compliant service to
all, plus the ability to process pay quickly and give full transparency to
payslips, this also means that workers and potential workers will have a
better experience of taking work for an agency and have more control
over their work and remuneration.
At the same time, this level of technology frees up payroll, umbrella
and recruitment professionals to deliver the added value of which
they are capable. Rather than finding themselves preoccupied with
administration and routine paperwork, they can be more pro-active
in leading their functions to deliver greater value and to provide clear
leading edge services that give them the advantage their businesses
need in a competitive marketplace.
Constantly on the look out for the next evolution in their technology and
better application of existing technology for their users, Bell suggests
that AI could play a part in increasing the responsiveness and quality of
customer service as it could eventually help answer workers’ queries.
As is the case with all of Solutio’s work and approach, such technology
will be offered not only for the sake of delivering something new and
innovative, but because it offers real value to their users across the
recruitment industry.
As Bell notes, it is this pragmatic approach which makes Solutio stand
out in the marketplace today.
“Payroll is an important part of staffing services, and because we started
with the payroll engine and spread our wings out into pay and billing,
we have the first move advantage in the market,” he says. “Creating the
cloud solution means we’ve done the hard work and can now deliver the
value the technology the recruitment industry needs and deserves.” n
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ZEEL SOLUTIONS
Solutions House, Pendeford Business Park,
Wobaston Road, Wolverhampton, WV9 5HA
T: 0845 31 31 311
E: enquiries@zeelsolutions.com
W: www.zeelsolutions.com

For Recruitment Companies
Award winning recruitment software specialists, Zeel Solutions, provide sophisticated, simple and effective solutions
designed specifically to ease the workload of organisations offering; RPO, VMS, and payroll services to the
recruitment industry. With our experience and web-based solutions, we will boost your organisation’s performance,
help enforce compliance, reduce costs, and minimise human errors that can slow your business down.
Solutions include, Zrecruiter a true end-to-end recruitment process management solution. It easily handles every
stage of the recruitment process, from facilitating vacancy filling, through to consolidating electronic timesheets.
With the introduction and development of AI technology to auto match candidates to jobs, this solution will be sure
to keep you ahead.
Zpayplus a rapid web-based pay and bill solution, handles multiple payroll processes and calculations in seconds,
offering the capability of varying payment types, detailed and bespoke reporting and valuable management
information in real time.
Ztimeex a complete middle office electronic timesheet solution, handles the timesheet-to-payroll process for
recruitment agencies and workers through secure online portals, dramatically reducing time consuming admin.
Zattend, a bio metric terminal and software to provide you with a complete workforce time and attendance solution.

